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Abstract—This paper describes a convolution chip for event-driven vision sensing and processing systems. As opposed to conventional frame-constraint vision systems, in event-driven vision there is no need for frames. In frame-free event-based vision, information is represented by a continuous flow of self-timed asynchronous events. Such events can be processed on the fly by event-based convolution chips, providing at their output a continuous event flow representing the 2-D filtered version of the input flow. In this paper we present a 32 × 32 pixel 2-D convolution event processor whose kernel can have arbitrary shape and size up to 32 × 32. Arrays of such chips can be assembled to process larger pixel arrays. Event latency between input and output event flows can be as low as 155 ns. Input event throughput can reach 20 Meps (mega events per second), and output peak event rate can reach 45 Meps. The chip can be configured to discriminate between two simulated propeller-like shapes rotating simultaneously in the field of view at a speed as high as 9400 rps (revolutions per second). Achieving this with a frame-constraint system would require a sensing and processing capability of about 100 K frames per second. The prototype chip has been built in 0.35 μm CMOS technology, occupies 4.3 × 5.4 mm² and consumes a peak power of 200 mW at maximum kernel size at maximum input event rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

B}

O-INSPiRED spiking signal address-event systems have attracted considerable attention in recent years, due to their fast sensing capability, reduced information throughput, efficient in-sensor preprocessing, and small per-event power consumption [1]–[8]. For example, a total of eight papers on event-driven sensing have been accepted to the IEEE International Solid State Circuits Conference since 2003, six based on vision [1]–[6], and two on audition [7], [8]. In this paper, we extend this previous work and demonstrate an event-based convolution chip, which is capable of performing higher order operations that are commonly found in feed-forward neural network architectures.

Early work on address-event-representation (AER) processing, originally pioneered by Carver Mead at Caltech almost twenty years ago [9], [10], combined asynchronous digital design with massive parallel analog computation and high transistor mismatch. Building on this work, during the next ten years a few sparse research groups reported AER sensory systems. For example, Lazzaro’s [11] and Johns Hopkins University [12] pioneering work on audition, or Bohem’s early developments on retinas [13], [14]. However, during these years some basic developments were accomplished such as a better understanding of asynchronous design [15], [16] leading to robust unarbitrated [17] and arbitrated [18], [19] asynchronous event readout, which combined with the availability of user-friendly FPGA external support for interfacing together with new submicrometer technologies allowing complex pixels in reduced areas, might be triggering a new trend in AER bio-inspired Spiking Sensor developments. Since 2003 many researchers have embraced this trend. AER has been used fundamentally in vision (retina) sensors, such as simple light intensity to frequency transformations [6], [20], time-to-first-spike coding [21], [22], focused sensors [23], spatial contrast [4], [5], [24], [25], temporal contrast [1], [3], [6], [26], motion sensing and computation [13], and combined spatial and temporal contrast sensing [27], [28]. But AER has also been used for auditory systems [7], [8], [11], [12], [29], competition and winner-takes-all networks [30], [31], and even for systems distributed over wireless networks [32].

But sensing is just the initial part of the game. The next obvious step is to develop Spiking Signal Event Representation techniques capable of efficiently processing the signal flow coming from the sensors. For simple per-event heuristic processing and filtering, direct software based solutions can be used [33], [34]. Other schemes rely on lookup table rerouting and event repetitions followed by single-event integration [35]. Alternatively, we can find some pioneering work in the literature aiming at performing convolutional filtering on the AER flow produced by spiking retinas, in an attempt to mimic the early processing of visual cortex [36], [37]. Arreguit developed AER convolutional filters with elliptic-like kernels [38] while Choi reported more sophisticated Gabor like filters [39]. In both cases the shape of the filter kernel was hardwired (either elliptic or Gabor), although some parameters were tunable allowing slight reshaping of the 2-D kernel. In 1999 Serrano reported an AER architecture [40] that would allow more generic kernels, although with some geometric symmetry restrictions. It was not until 2006 that the same group reported a working AER Convolution chip with arbitrary shape programmable kernel of size
up to $32 \times 32$ pixels preloaded onto an internal kernel-RAM [41], [42]. This opened the possibility of implementing in AER spiking hardware generic convolutional neural networks [43]–[45], where large number of convolutional modules with arbitrary size and shape kernels are required.

In the past, the authors have developed some AER ConvChips [41], [42] whose pixels performed kernel-dependent weighted aggregation by means of analog low current switching circuitry and capacitive charge accumulation. Those mixed analog-digital ConvChips required pixel-level calibration for transistor mismatch compensation and cumbersome biasing of analog components. Also, although they used 5-bit calibration, only 3-bit computing precision was achieved. As a result, they were tricky to set up and use, had low precision, were little robust, and required a strong expertise to operate them successfully. Consequently, they were not adequate for use by other people, nor to build large-scale multi-ConvChip systems. This motivated the development of a fully-digital ConvChip module, which we present in this paper. The main advantages of this chip over its mixed analog-digital predecessors are: a) no need for calibration; b) improved precision limited by the length of implemented registers; c) event latencies almost four orders of magnitude faster; and d) easier to set up and use.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section summarizes the history of ConvNets and their applications. Section III explains the potential advantages of implementing ConvNets with Spiking Hardware. Section IV quickly reviews the architecture of the proposed AER convolution chip, which is very similar to that of previous mixed signal designs, except for a few details. Section V describes the new pixel, and Section VI provides extensive experimental characterizations of the fabricated prototype. Finally, Section VII provides discussion and conclusions.

II. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) is a computational paradigm, inspired in the Nobel Prize award winning findings of Hubel and Wiesel on projection field processing in early stages of visual cortex [36], that has been developing as software algorithms for performing object recognition on conventional bitmap images, without any notion of spiking signal representation. ConvNets were originally proposed by Fukushima in 1969 [43], [44] and further developed by Yann LeCun [45], [46] and other groups [47]–[49], as a type of continuous-time gradient-based learning neural paradigm, with great success in a variety of (industrial) applications as well as research. Examples of industrial applications and developments are, to mention a few: 1) the early developments at AT&T/Lucent-Technologies/NCR [50] leading to check reading ATM machines; 2) Microsoft OCR and handwritten character recognition systems [51]; 3) Thomson developments in face/object recognition [52]; 4) France Telecom/Orange with face detection and recognition, text detection and recognition [53]–[55]; or 5) Google developments for detecting faces and license plates in StreetView images [56]. Examples of state-of-the-art research exploiting ConvNets are: 1) Poggio at MIT with object recognition and scene analysis [57]; 2) Seung at MIT with image segmentation, and biological image analysis (brain circuit reconstruction) [58]; 3) hands/gesture detection [59]; 4) vision based obstacle avoidance [60]; and 5) image restoration and segmentation [61], [62], and texture classification [63].

III. ADVANTAGES OF SPIKING CONVNETS: PSEUDOSIMULTANEITY, SCALABILITY, AND POWER EFFICIENCY

Adapting the well established ConvNet computational paradigm to Spiking Signal Event based representations yields some very interesting properties. The first one is the very reduced latency between the input and output event flows of a spiking convolution processor. We call this the pseudosimultaneity between input and output visual flows. To illustrate this, let us look at Fig. 2, where a flow of events produced by Delbrück’s motion retina [26] is filtered by an AER ConvChip with a vertical Gabor kernel. The retina is observing two persons walking, and retina pixels send an address event (their $x$, $y$ coordinates) when they detect a change of light above a given threshold. As a result, the retina output continuous event flow represents the moving silhouettes of the two persons walking. There are no frames nor a global periodic reset. The flow of events is continuous and each pixel is autonomous. Dots in Fig. 2(a) represent a 2-D histogram of the retina event flow for a duration of about 40 ms, containing a total of about 980 events. Circles are the output events computed by a ConvChip during the same 40 ms. The ConvChip was programmed with an $11 \times 11$ vertical Gabor kernel. During these 40 ms the ConvChip produced about 260 events. As can be seen, the extracted vertical edges overlap very well with the corresponding input edges. No time delay is observed. Fig. 2(b) shows the $\chi$-axis projection versus time of the events in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(c)–(d) are the same as (a)–(b) but for the events collected during the first 4 ms only, and Fig. 2(e)–(f) for the first 1 ms. Again, extracted vertical edges seem synchronized with their corresponding input edges. The ConvChip produces an output event after collecting a number of significant space-time correlated input events. The delay of processing one single event is in the order of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds (as shown later in Section VI). Consequently, the delay between
input and output flow is mainly given by the event density of the input data, kernel stored, and ConvChip settings. Basically, this means that the ConvChip needs a given number of space-time correlated events to produce an output event. In this case reality moves slowly and we need between 4–40 ms to collect enough retina events for “seeing” silhouettes or parts of them. For faster moving realities (as discussed in Section VI-E) the retina would provide much faster event rates, and the timing characteristics of the ConvChip (e.g., its forgetting rate) need to be adapted to observe a much faster reality. In this case, the ConvChip also needs to detect a given number of space-time correlated input events to provide an output event representing a detected feature. We will discuss in more detail forgetting rate and time domain filtering considerations in Section IV.

Fig. 3 shows the situation where the same 40 ms retina event flow is sent in parallel to an array of 4 × 6 ConvChips each programmed with a Gabor kernel of different scale and orientation. All 24 convolution output flows shown were collected during the same 40 ms than the input flow. This pseudosimultaneity between input and output event flow of a spiking convolutional module contrasts strongly with the convolution operations on standard sequential frame-based video sensing and processing algorithms, where for computing each convolution one needs to have available the full input image.

Other spike coding approaches, such as rank-order coding [64], have been reported and exploited with great success [65]. However, rank-order coding is a frame-constraint scheme where each frame can be represented by a compact nontimed ordered list of spikes that can be processed very quickly. However, the complete sequence has to be processed to obtain one convolution. Although this processing can be very fast, it is not like the pseudosimultaneity property explained here.

The second interesting property of implementing Spiking Event Convolutions (or other operators, in general) is its modular scalability. Since event flows are asynchronous, each AER link between two convolutional modules is independent and needs no global system level synchronization. AER links in a generic multi-AER-module system can be point-to-point (one sender–one receiver), one-to-many (one sender–many receivers), many-to-one (many senders–one receiver), or many-to-many (many senders–many receivers). This has been handled in several ways in the literature, such as establishing special timing and handshaking characteristics of the AER links [66], [67], or by always using a point-to-point handshaking protocol but inserting AER splitters, mergers, and address remapping modules, either using synchronous FPGA components [68] or fully asynchronous self-timed schemes [69]. In any case, it is not difficult to assemble many convolutional modules into large size ConvNets of the type shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, given the pseudosimultaneity of input-to-output Spiking Convolutional processing in individual modules, this pseudosimultaneity also applies to larger scale multilayer and multimodule systems.

The third interesting property of spike based hardware, in general, is that since processing is per-event, power consumption is, in principle, also per-event. Since events usually carry relevant information, power is consumed as relevant information is sensed, transmitted and processed. In our chip, however, this is not exactly true. The reason is that our ConvChip includes a forgetting mechanism which is operating always and consequently consumes a fixed amount of background event-independent power.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE CONVOLUTION CHIP

The chip described in this paper is a fully digital convolution chip with programmable arbitrary-shape kernels. It receives input AER events, which represent visual information from a previous sensing or processing stage, and generates output AER events, which represent the result of the convolution operation. In general, input events can be asynchronous (if they are generated by an asynchronous AER sensor) or synchronized to some external clock (if they come, e.g., from some computer interface or other device with an internal clock). Our convolution chip includes a synchronous controller described and synthesized through VHDL. Consequently, we will need to link the external asynchronous input events with the internal controller clock. One option could have been using “clock stopping” [15] during absence of input events. However, as we will explain shortly, the synchronous controller includes a periodic forgetting mechanism which needs to be kept active during absence of input events. Consequently, we chose to use “synchronizers” to link the input asynchronous events with the internal controller clock [70].

The system level architecture of the chip is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the following blocks are shown: 1) array of 32 × 32 digital pixels; 2) static RAM that holds the stored
kernel in 2’s complement representation; 3) synchronous controller, which performs the sequencing of all operations for each input event and the global forgetting mechanism; 4) high-speed clock generator, used by the synchronous controller (it can be programmed to use this internal clock or an external one); 5) configuration registers that store configuration parameters loaded serially at startup; 6) a 2’s complement block that inverts the kernel data before being added to the pixels, if the input event is negative; 7) left/right column shifter, to properly align the stored kernel with the incoming event coordinates; and 8) AER-out, asynchronous circuitry for arbitrating and sending out the output address events generated by the pixels.

The operation of the chip is as follows: when the synchronous controller detects a falling edge in the input Rqst_in line, the event address \((x, y)\) and sign at Address_in is latched and the asynchronous handshaking completed. Then the controller, using the available kernel size information, computes the limits of the projection field with three different possible results: 1) the projection field fits fully inside the array of pixels; 2) it can be partially inside the array; or 3) it can be completely outside the array. If it is outside the array, the controller discards the event and waits for the next one. However, in any of the other possible situations, the controller calculates the left/right shift between the RAM columns holding the kernel and the projection field columns in the pixel array. After this, it enables the addition, row after row, of the kernel values onto the pixels. Hence, after receiving an input event, the pixels inside the projection field change their state. If any of them reaches the programmed threshold it resets itself and generates an output event that will be handled by the asynchronous AER-out block and sent off chip with its corresponding handshaking signals. Parallel to this per-event processing, there is a global forgetting mechanism common for all the pixels.

The asynchronous AER-out block follows the row-parallel event read-out technique [71]. Events are arbitrated by rows (for the same row all request signals are wired-OR). Once the row arbiter answers, all the events generated in this row are latched on the top periphery, freeing the row arbiter. This way, the row arbiter can acknowledge the request of another row, while the events of the previous row are sent out in a burst. Note that individual pixels will generate their requests in synchrony with the controller clock. Consequently, the AER event read out could have been implemented by some synchronous mean as well (or even using the same synchronous controller). However, it is more efficient to use an independent asynchronous mechanism, because the next stage (chip) AER receiver works asynchronously with respect to the controller’s clock, and eventually might need to slow down the event communication between both chips. In this case, it is more efficient to keep the synchronous controller working on the incoming events and maintain its operation completely decoupled from the output event read out process.

The size of the array is \(32 \times 32\) pixels, but the input address space it can “see” is larger \((128 \times 128)\). This allows to build arrays of convolution chips to process larger pixel arrays, programming each one of them to see a part of the address space by setting some configuration registers [41], [42]. The size of the RAM is \(32 \times 32\) words of 6 bits in 2’s complement representation.

In general, since convolution kernels can have positive or negative values, output events generated by a convolution chip can also be either positive or negative. In a multilayer system convolution operations can be cascaded, which implies that a generic convolution chip must be able to handle signed input events, and produce signed output events. For this reason, the chip described in this paper includes a sign bit both for the input and output address events, and also for the values stored in the kernel RAM (in 2’s complement representation). The pixels must be able to compute signed addition and produce positive and negative events. When processing a negative input event, the controller enables the 2’s complement block to invert the kernel values before being added to the pixels. Another possible option, as done in biology, could have been duplicating channels and neurons for positive (ON) and negative (OFF) signals. However, for our digital hardware it is much more effective to add the sign bit processing circuitry and the 2’s complement block.

The forgetting mechanism is also handled by the synchronous controller. The aim of this mechanism is that the absolute state values stored in the pixels are decremented at a programmable rate, so that they can “forget” their previous state after some controlled time. This functionality is implemented by a 20-bit counter in the controller which generates a periodic forgetting pulse for all the pixels every time it reaches the programmed limit. The forgetting pulse period is set to \(N_f T_{clk}\), where \(N_f\) is the programmed value and \(T_{clk}\) is the clock period. The maximum possible value is \((2^{20} - 1) \times T_{clk} = 1048575 \times T_{clk}\). Each forgetting pulse will decrement by “1” the state of all the pixels with positive state, and increment by “1” those with negative state. Consequently, the chip implements a (programmable)
constant-rate (or linear) forgetting mechanism, as opposed to more biological models where the forgetting mechanism is implemented via an RC discharge exponential type mechanism. This latter mechanism would adapt automatically to the rate of input events by settling to a DC level dependent on such rate. In our hardware an exponential mechanism would yield a very sophisticated and prohibitively large pixel. However, a linear rate forgetting mechanism just needs minor pixel modifications. The only drawback is that the time constant associated to the forgetting rate has to be set globally and common for all pixels, depending on the time constants one wants to capture from the sensed reality.

V. THE DIGITAL CONVOLUTION PIXEL

A block diagram of the convolution pixel is shown in Fig. 5. The convolution operation is performed at the pixel level by the integration of input events weighted by the kernel values. The main part of the pixel is an 18-bit full adder with an 18-bit accumulator. In this first digital prototype a conservative over sized accumulator length was implemented intentionally to allow for maximum possible precision. The criteria was to allow accumulation of a scaled-up $64 \times 64$ kernel with all weights at maximum 6-bit value, while allowing the least significant bit of the kernel to contribute as well to the accumulation. This results in a dynamic range of 18 bits. Pixel area could have been reduced by sharing the adders column-wise and implement in the pixel only the accumulators. However, the main delay source in chip’s event processing is transferring data from the periphery to the pixels. In the present version we just have one such delay per kernel line. Sharing the adders at the periphery would imply having two such delays, plus the need of 18 lines per column for accumulator state transfer, instead of the present 6 lines for transferring the weights. Alternatively, it could be possible to pipeline the adder input and output transfers of consecutive rows to reduce transfer delays, but at the cost of doubling the transfer lines per column from 18 to 36.

The accumulator stores the state of the pixel, represented by a 2’s complement signed number. For each input event, the Enable signal (which is common for all the pixels in the same row) is activated, the accumulator is updated with the corresponding kernel weight $w_{ij}$, and if it reaches a programmed threshold it will fire when the selected bit becomes “1,” while for negative words ($m_{sb} = “1”) it will fire when the selected bit becomes “0.” Note that not any of the 18 accumulator bits can be selected for comparison, but only 8 (since $Sel\_lim$ is only 3 bit). We have chosen bits “0” to “5,” “7,” and “16.” This way we have more flexibility for lower (more critical) thresholds which are needed for fast processing, and keep only the possibility of selecting bits “7” and “16” when higher precisions might be required in cases where speed is not a concern. The 8 possible threshold settings are detailed in Table I. Note that since we are using a simple XOR gate (instead of a comparator) to detect the threshold, the maximum possible kernel weight $w_{ij}$ has to be chosen properly depending on the bit selected for comparison.

The periodic forgetting pulses generated by the controller activate pixel signals Enable and Sel_forgetting for all pixels in the array, thus producing another add/accumulate operation. However, instead of adding the kernel value $w_{ij}$, coming from the RAM, the Forgetting block selects a different input for the adder. This block includes a set of switches controlled by the Sel_forgetting pulse, so that during normal event processing behavior the kernel value is selected, but for a global forgetting pulse the switches select either the value 1 (if the accumulator sign is negative) or −1 (if it is positive).

The timing of the communication between row pixels and row arbiter is very critical for optimum operation. Unfortunately, this timing relies heavily on parasitics and changes significantly from chip to chip, and even between different rows of the same chip. To overcome this, we included a row-wise coarse calibration for the row pull-down transistors. Each row’s pull-down transistor size can be independently adjusted to $nW/L$ with $n = \{1, 2, 3\}$. This row-wise calibration, together with the possibility of globally tuning the pull-down transistor analog gate voltage allows to optimize the timing and compensate for process and in-chip variations.

The details of the AER interface block of Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A $4.3 \times 5.4$ mm$^2$ prototype chip has been fabricated in the AMS 0.35 $\mu$m CMOS process. A die photograph is shown in Fig. 7, and chip specifications are summarized in Table II. The
The largest block is the $32 \times 32$ array of pixels, with an approximate area of $3.0 \times 3.2 \text{ mm}^2$. The synchronous controller consumes around $4500 \times 300 \mu\text{m}^2$, the static kernel-RAM of $32 \times 32$ 6-bit words $600 \times 2700 \mu\text{m}^2$, and the left/right column shifter $600 \times 3100 \mu\text{m}^2$. The rest of the circuits, like the AER-arbiters, 2’s complement and clock generator, consume much less area.

The pixel has an area of $95.6 \times 101.3 \mu\text{m}^2$. Most of this area is consumed by the 18-bit adder and accumulator. The rest of the circuits are: the forgetting block, the multiplexer, the comparator and the AER interface. We also include a capacitor between supply and ground inside each pixel to filter power glitches. This $240 \text{fF}$ capacitance is placed under the supply and ground stripes, to avoid extra area consumption. The routing of lines inside the pixel is a highly critical issue, with critical parasitic capacitance couplings, as some lines are shared by all the pixels in the same row or column, and can be as long as $3 \text{ mm}$. Some of these lines are used for configuration parameters, which are loaded at startup and remain silent throughout normal operation. These “static” lines were laid out between fast dynamic lines, shielding couplings among dynamic lines.

Although the chip resolution is $32 \times 32$ pixels, it can address an input space of $128 \times 128$. To specify the coordinates of the chip within the whole address space, a set of configuration registers is loaded at startup. The different parameters and biases that can be controlled by the user are described in Table III. The top eight are digital words written serially using a shift register, while the two bottom parameters represent analog voltage biases. Other digital words loaded at startup are the kernel weights to be written in the kernel RAM.

The frequency of the internal clock can be adjusted through parameter $V_{\text{bias clk}}$. It could be set up to 120 MHz before observing some sparse erroneous events appearing at the output. If these spurious events can be tolerated, clock frequency could be further increased until 200 MHz, beyond which the convolution operation degrades completely. The main delay limiting the clock speed comes from copying the kernels from the peripheral kernel-RAM onto the pixel lines, through long wires. In our experiments we set the clock frequency at 120 MHz.

The power consumption of the chip depends both on the input throughput and the kernel size. For instance, when setting an event emitter to provide input events at a rate of 5 Meps the power consumption varies between $66 \text{ mW}$ and $198 \text{ mW}$, for the smallest possible kernel ($1 \times 1$) and the largest ($32 \times 32$), respectively. Next we show a series of experiments to characterize chip performance. For these experiments we used a dedicated AER infrastructure based on FPGAs [72], [73]. We have used two boards: 1) an AER data player, which stores sequences of AER events and reproduces them as physical AER streams; and 2) an AER data logger, which collects AER streams and stores them into memory for later analysis.

### A. Event Timings Characterizations

Event timing characterizations are crucial to understanding and optimizing the main sources of delays within the chip. We distinguish between output events peak rates which are due to the asynchronous AER-out circuitry, input event throughput which is due to the delays of the synchronous operations, and input to output latencies where both synchronous and asynchronous circuits play a role. We will show how to decouple the measurements of the synchronous and asynchronous delays by changing clock frequency. Careful characterization of each component yields a minimum input to output latency of $155 \text{ ns}$.

Next we explain how to characterize this delay.
Fig. 8. Measured input and output events $Rqst$ and $Ack$ signals when maximum clock frequency is set to $f_{clk} = 120$ MHz, with shorted $Rqst_{out}$ and $Ack_{out}$. The oscilloscope used is Agilent DSO7054A, with a bandwidth of 500 MHz and a sample rate of 4 GSa/s.

1) Output Events Peak Rates: The chip can send out events at a maximum output rate of $4.5 \times 10^6$ eps (events per second), measured shorting $Rqst_{out}$ and $Ack_{out}$ and for events generated by pixels in the same row (in burst mode). This corresponds to an event cycle time of $T_{burst} = 22$ ns. However, depending on the position of the pixels within the array the event cycle time changes significantly. Pixels closer to the arbiter will produce shorter propagation delays. However, this influence can be minimized by setting carefully the values of the bias voltages and calibration switches for the pull-ups and pull-downs on the periphery. This way, we could adjust this delay between 20 ns and 24 ns for all the pixels in the array.

Fig. 8 shows the measured signals $Rqst_{in}$, $Ack_{in}$, $Rqst_{out}$ (shorted with $Ack_{out}$) when the following 5-line kernel is loaded:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(1)

Pixel threshold was set to fire an output event when receiving one single input event. Consequently, this kernel activates 10 different pixels (belonging to 5 different rows) for the same input event. The output events in Fig. 8 show a delay of $T_{burst} = 22$ ns when both events belong to the same row (once the row is acknowledged by the arbiter, all the events produced in the same row are sent out in burst mode) and a delay of $T_{proc} = 47$ ns for events from different rows. Consequently, the difference $47$ ns – $22$ ns = $25$ ns corresponds to the row arbitration delay $T_{arb}$.

2) Input Events Throughput: The input event throughput depends on the kernel size and the internal clock frequency. The synchronous controller needs $n_{clk} = 4 + 2n_k$ clock cycles to process a single input event, where $n_k$ is the number of rows of the programmed kernel (up to 32). This way, for a clock frequency of 120 MHz ($f_{clk} = 8.33$ ns), the maximum possible input event rate is $20 \times 10^6$ eps, which corresponds to an input event cycle time of 50 ns when the kernel has only one row. For a full kernel of 32 rows, the input event maximum rate would be $1.77 \times 10^6$ eps (566 ns input event cycle time).

3) Input to Output Latency: In Fig. 9, the latency between input and output events is represented by $T_{latency}$, which can be expressed as $T_{latency} = T_{AER-chip} + T_{AER-Tx} + T_{proc-event}$. Delay $T_{AER-chip}$ is introduced by the convolution chip when $Rqst_{in}$ is activated by the emitter. Delay $T_{AER-Tx}$ is introduced by the emitter when the convolution chip acknowledges. Delay $T_{proc-event}$ is the time used by the chip to process the input event and generate an output event (considering a situation where one input event produces one output event). Delay $T_{proc-event}$ can be expressed as $T_{proc-event} = T_{syn} + T_{asy}$, where $T_{syn}$ represents the time the synchronous controller needs for adding kernel weights onto the pixels, and $T_{asy}$ represents the time for the asynchronous arbitration and generation of the output event.

Fig. 10(a) shows the measured $T_{AER-chip}$ and $T_{AER-Tx}$ for different values of $T_{clk}$. Vertical bars indicate deviations over 5000 measurements. Delay $T_{AER-Tx}$ is approximately constant, as it depends only on the emitter. The delay measured for the emitter board used in our tests is about $T_{AER-Tx} = 44$ ns. However, $T_{AER-chip}$ depends almost linearly on $T_{clk}$, as can be seen in the figure, reaching 14 ns for $T_{clk} = 5$ ns and with an estimated residual value of 10 ns for $T_{clk} = 0$ (probably due to internal lines and pads delays). Fig. 10(b) shows the measured $T_{latency}$ versus $T_{clk}$. The linear fit of this data reveals that at $T_{clk} = 0$ we would have a latency of 97 ns, which corresponds to $T_{asy} = 0$, as $T_{syn}$ would be 0. Extrapolating also the values of $T_{AER-chip}$ and $T_{AER-Tx}$ we can estimate the value of

$$
T_{asy} = T_{latency} (T_{clk} = 0) - T_{AER-Tx} - T_{AER-chip} (T_{clk} = 0) = 97 \text{ ns} - 44 \text{ ns} - 10 \text{ ns} = 43 \text{ ns}
$$
Fig. 11. Experimentally obtained convolution processing results with a kernel for vertical edge extraction. (a) Input image. (b) Ideal output image. (c) Measured output image. (d) Error image.

which is coherent with the 47 ns delay measured between two output events from different rows. For $f_{\text{clk}} = 120$ MHz, the measured $T_{\text{latency}}$ is 177 ns.

When cascading convolution chips, the delay $T_{\text{AER}} - T_{\text{m}}$ of the emitter board should be replaced by either $T_{\text{burst}} = 22$ ns or $T_{\text{neiburst}} = 47$ ns. Consequently, the true minimum latency when cascading these chips would be given by

$$T_{\text{latency}} = 177 \text{ ns} - T_{\text{AER}} - T_{\text{m}}$$

where $T_{\text{burst}} = 44$ ns $+ 22$ ns $= 155$ ns.

Note that this latency is independent of the number of lines of the kernel because, as shown in Fig. 8, it is the delay between the input event $R_{\text{qst_in}}$ and the first output event $R_{\text{qst_out}}$ produced by the first kernel row. Consequently, this characterizes minimum event latency as 155 ns.

**B. Convolution Processing of 32 $\times$ 32 Pixel Static Images**

To illustrate convolution processing, a 32 $\times$ 32 pixel input image was selected from a real photograph (shown in Fig. 11(a)) to perform an edge-orientation extraction with an 11 $\times$ 7 difference of gaussian kernel described by:

$$F(p, q) = \frac{1}{2\pi} H(p) V(q)$$

$$H(p) = \frac{1}{\sigma_h} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(p/\sigma_h)^2}$$

$$V(q) = \frac{1}{\sigma_v} \left[ e^{-\frac{1}{2}(q/\sigma_v + 1/2)^2} - e^{-\frac{1}{2}(q/\sigma_v - 1/2)^2} \right]$$

where $\sigma_h$ and $\sigma_v$ are the horizontal and vertical spatial width parameters of the Gaussian lobes. The image was rate coded into AER events with a maximum frequency of 660 Hz. The frequencies associated to the intensity levels are indicated in the vertical bars on the right side of each image in Fig. 11. The mathematical computation of the convolution operation was performed with MATLAB, obtaining the image in Fig. 11(b). Fig. 11(c) shows the output from the convolution chip, by mapping the signed output event frequency of each pixel into a gray level. A negative pixel frequency means that the sign bit of the output events for this pixel was negative. Fig. 11(d) represents the error image as the difference between the ideal and measured output. Maximum error is 42.3 Hz and error standard deviation is 2.61 Hz. This error is produced by the quantization effect produced every time a pixel accumulator is reset to zero when reaching threshold. If pixels are not reset to zero but to the excess with respect to the threshold, then no errors would be observed. However, this would complicate the pixel hardware and increase its area consumption.

The measurements in Fig. 11 were performed by stimulating the ConvChip with a continuous flow of events, where each pixel had a fixed event frequency proportional to the pixel gray level within the image. The ConvChip output event flow was captured during a sufficiently long time and, for each pixel, event frequency was extracted. The vertical side bars in Fig. 11 indicate pixel frequency in Hz. In order to measure the time delay it takes to compute the 2-D convolution of this image, we proceeded differently. Instead of providing a continuous event flow, we generated a single burst of events representing the image. Each pixel was assigned a number of events between 0 and 32, depending on its gray level. The top left subimage in Fig. 12 shows, coded in gray scale, the number of events assigned to each pixel as indicated by its side bar. The total events of the burst is 42691. This burst of events was then fed through the ConvChip.
to the ConvChip setting the AER data-player [72], [73] at the maximum speed it could provide (about 10 ns/event). This way, since the ConvChip is processing a large kernel (11 lines), the ConvChip will slow down the event communication to the maximum input event throughput it can handle for this kernel size (which is about 220 ns/event). As a result, we measured a burst duration 9.6 ms. The top right subimage shows the output event burst provided by the ConvChip during the same 9.6 ms, coding the number of events collected per pixel and its sign bit in gray scale as shown in its vertical side bar. The figures in the second row of Fig. 12 are obtained by collecting the events during the first 2.4 ms of the burst. Input pixels have now 8 events at the most, while output pixels have about 3 times less events than before. The third row is for the case events are collected during the first 0.35 ms only. In this case, input pixels have 2 events at the most, while output pixels range from 2 negative events up to 4 positive events. The last row corresponds to collecting events during the first 0.12 ms. Input pixels have one event at the most, while output pixels have up to two events positive or negative. As can be seen, there is a trade-off between resolution and response time, and that even for low resolutions the output still conveys the most representative pixels.

Note that AER visual flow representing luminance information may require a large number of events. Therefore, using plain luminance AER sensors in a generic AER processing system is not the most efficient way. In practice, it is much more efficient to use sensors with some focal plane preprocessing such as spatial and/or temporal contrast [1]–[6], [13], [14], [21], [22], [24]–[28].

C. Convolution Processing of Larger Static Images

Although the chip pixel array size is only 32 × 32, the input address space it can see is 128 × 128. This allows to assemble a 2-D array of convolution chips for processing pixel arrays which are multiples of 32 × 32 [41], [42], [68]. Each convolution chip is programmed with parameters \((x_{\text{min}}, x_{\text{max}}, y_{\text{min}}, y_{\text{max}})\) to indicate where the 32 × 32 pixel array is with respect to the total 128 × 128 input space it can see. Using AER splitter and merger boards [73], it is possible to build an array of 4 × 4 convolution chips to process arrays of 128 × 128 pixels. To process larger input spaces we need to use also AER mapper blocks [73] to map conveniently the larger pixel space into the 128 × 128 pixels each convolution chip can see. In Fig. 13 a large 256 × 256 static image was processed. The original 256 × 256 pixel array was split into 8 × 8 smaller subarrays. Then, each subarray was transformed into a sequence of AER events, processed by the convolution chip with the same kernel than for Fig. 11 and the output events recorded. The 64 recorded AER event sequences were then assembled offline into 64 subimages and remapped to obtain the 256 × 256 output shown in Fig. 13(c). If this mathematical convolution is computed directly with MATLAB, the result obtained is shown in Fig. 13(b), while the error image that represents the difference between the ideal frequencies and the measured ones is shown in Fig. 13(d). Maximum error is 59 Hz while standard deviation is 2.7 Hz.

D. Convolutions for Moving Stimuli

Although the experiments shown previously correspond to static images, the aim of the chip is to compute in real time convolutions of dynamic stimuli coming from an AER retina. To illustrate this, a sequence of events was captured with the 128 × 128 temporal contrast vision AER retina, developed by Lichtsteiner and Delbrück [26], showing the moving contours of two persons walking. A 40 ms histogram of this sequence is shown in Fig. 14(a), which uses only 1810 events from the retina. As the retina address space is 128 × 128, this requires an array of 4 × 4 convolution chips. Programming the 7 × 11 Gabor kernel in Fig. 14(b) for vertical edge detection, we obtained the corresponding output sequence. A histogram of this
output sequence for the same 40 ms of the input sequence is shown in Fig. 14(d).

To compare with the theoretical response, we fed the same retina stimulus to an AER behavioral simulator [74] performing the same convolution kernel. The AER output stream produced by this simulator was virtually identical to the one obtained experimentally by the chip. Fig. 14(c) shows the events produced by the behavioral simulator for the same 40 ms of the input in Fig. 14(a).

E. Discrimination of Rotating Propellers

To demonstrate the high-speed processing capabilities of the convolution chip, a very interesting experiment is the discrimination between high-speed rotating propellers [41]. We create artificially a sequence of events corresponding to two rotating propellers with different shapes, following the mathematical method explained elsewhere [41]. One of the propellers is rectilinear, and the other one has an S-like shape, as is illustrated on the right capture in Fig. 15. Both have a diameter of 16 pixels. The propellers will be rotating at a high speed and moving slowly across the screen. A human observer would only see two solid circles without being able to discriminate between them.

In this experiment, the artificially generated sequence of input events is loaded in an AER data player board [73], which sends the events to the convolution chip with the correct timing. After programming the specific kernel, the input events are sent to the chip and the chip output events are recorded by an AER data logger board [73]. This way, both sequences can be carefully analyzed in a computer. The aim of the experiment is to track the center of the S-shaped propeller as it moves, using the 23 × 23 kernel represented in Fig. 15(d).

As expected, no output is produced for the center of the rectilinear propeller. The measured output event rate is 9.5 keps. Since the kernel has 23 lines, processing one event requires 50 clock cycles (see Section VI-A2), or 417 ns at 120 MHz clock frequency. Processing the 850 events of one revolution thus needs at least 355 μs, which results in a theoretical maximum propellers rotating speed of 2821 rps (revolutions per second). To find out the real maximum rotating speed the chip is able to handle for the two propellers, we proceeded as follows. We set the rotation speed in the AER data player above this theoretical limit. This way, the ConvChip slows down the event throughput to the limit it can handle. Measuring the event throughput under these circumstances reveals the maximum rotating speed, which we measured as 2688 rps.

In order to be able to work with higher rotating speeds, a pair of smaller propellers of 10 pixel diameter (each) which generate about 325 events per revolution were used, for which we need a smaller kernel of only 15 lines. At this rotating speed the input event throughput is 1.62 Meps, while output event rate is 19.6 keps. For a 15 line kernel, each event needs 283 ns, yielding a maximum possible event throughput of 3.53 Meps, which corresponds to a theoretical maximum rotation speed of 10860 rps. By setting the AER data player to provide rotations at a higher speed, the convolution chip slowed them down to 9433 rps.

These experiments reveal the potential of frame-free event-driven (vision) representation sensory and processing systems for very high speed object recognition. Note that for recognizing 10 krps propellers in a frame-constraint representation system would require to sense and process images at least at 100 k frames per second.

F. Recognition Latency Experiments

In order to show the short latency between input and output event flows, we did the following experiment. As input, we used a sequence of events recorded with a temporal contrast retina [26] when a circle of flashing light-emitting diodes (LEDs) is turned on and off every 40 ms. This experiment was done in [68] with the analog convolution chip [41], and now we can show an important improvement for the digital one. The convolution chip was programmed with a circular kernel to detect the center of the input circle of LEDs. Both input and output events are shown in Fig. 16(a) in a 3-D representation. Note that only the ON or OFF transients generate events. Input events are represented with dots and the output ones with circles. The recorded stimulus from the retina can be played back at different accelerated speeds with the AER data player. Each subfigure in Fig. 17 shows a y versus time 2-D projection of a single ON or OFF transient. The left column graphs correspond to results obtained with the previous analog chip, while the right column graphs correspond to the present digital convolution chip. Each row in Fig. 17 corresponds to playing back the retina recorded data at different acceleration rates. The top row is for real time. Each ON (or OFF) retina transient (dots) lasts for about 5 ms
output burst which is always in the order of 1 ms. This is because the analog chip includes analog comparators in the pixel that decide when to generate output events. These comparators were biased for low power and have a bandwidth in the order of KHz. However, the present digital chip will produce output events as soon as sufficient representative events for recognizing the circle are received. This happens after receiving about 30–40 events. Fig. 16(b) shows the measured latencies between the retina first event and the convolution first event, as function of transient duration, for both chips. As can be seen, the latency for the analog chip stays approximately constant (it varies between 800 μs and 1 ms), while for the digital convolution chip it decreases linearly with the transient duration, until it saturates at about 18 μs. Consequently, this chip is capable of performing recognition of this shape within 18 μs, if input events are fed at maximum speed.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a convolution chip for AER event-driven vision sensing and processing systems. In such systems, dynamic visual information is represented by a continuous flow of timed events. In this work we have shown that in these systems input and output events of an AER convolution processing module are simultaneous in practice, since delays are in the range of 150 ns. This inherent property of AER processing modules opens the possibility of assembling hierarchically large number of them in a scalable manner, mimicking the cerebral cortex. Such structures would have minimum delays between input visual stimulus and output (recognition), although hundreds or thousands of convolutions were performed, because of the pseudosimultaneity property of continuous spike flow processing.

In this paper we have presented one such AER convolutional module, which connects to others through input and output AER asynchronous links. It is perfectly feasible with present day technology to assemble several tens of these convolutional modules in a network on chip (NoC) die [75], with some extra routing modules. This way, arbitrary networks of Conv modules can be assembled, even including feedback connections. Several tens of these NoC dies can then be assembled on PCBs, making it possible to have systems with several thousands of convolutional modules processing visual information in parallel and with submicrosecond event delays between them. At present, the largest reported AER multimodule system only had about 12 AER modules, four of which were ConvChips [68]. Future research is oriented towards miniaturizing modules, links, and simplifying reconfigurability.

The AER ConvChip module we have presented in this paper processes an array of 32 × 32 pixels with kernels of arbitrary shape and of size up to 32 × 32. Event latency can be as low as 155 ns, input event throughput can be as high as 20 Meps and output event rate can reach 45 Meps. A variety of experiments have been devised to characterize the performance and illustrate the processing capability of the chip.

Other researchers have reported attempts using commercial GPUs [79] achieving speed-ups of up to x35 with respect to baseline CPU. In particular, they could process 64 × 64 kernels at 200 kfps on 128 × 128 input AER flow, but at the expense of loosing time resolution by collapsing multiple input spikes into a single data stream representing time windows of 1–5 ms, as well as a power consumption of about 250 W. Other groups have reported FPGA implementations of spiking convolutions.
but using Poisson statistics probabilistic mappers, with potential of reaching 1.35 Meps for 11 x 11 kernels (163 MOPS on 64 x 64 images [80].

Frame-based ConvNet Hardware Implementations are being developed by other groups [76]–[78]. Farabet [77] compares performance estimations of very well optimized ConvNets algorithms implemented on CPU (Core2 Duo 2.4 GHz Macbook), FPGA (Xilinx Virtex-4 SX35 at 200 MHz) and ASIC (Tezzaron 3D at 400 MHz). For an object detection ConvNet requiring a total of 920 convolutions of 7 x 7 kernels on a 500 x 500 pixel input image, the CPU can process at about 0.7 frames per second (fps), the FPGA at about 15 fps, and the ASIC at about 100 fps. Although these figures are quite impressive and have high potential for immediate commercial deployment, these techniques process image patches at high speeds, and thus their main limitation for up scaling is off-chip memory bandwidth. Nevertheless, the frame-based approach is very mature and ready to use in many embedded systems. On the other hand, the spike driven Convolutional approach presented here is still at an incipient development stage. However, the pseudosimultaneity and scalability properties are quite attractive for approaching brain-size systems with fast responses.
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